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about arts and space

Program

In ARTmosphere, we are giving space to Art. Through 
installations, performances, experiments and 
workshops, we are inviting you to experience arts. Let’s 
discover how using space can bring life to art pieces. 
At ARTmosphere, people from all around the world can 
participate in a creative and common process of art. 
During two days, from the 29th to the 30th of August 2020, 
join us and be the artists, the canvas, the inspiration 
of ARTmosphere. During your experience, you will be 
confronted by our 7 dimensions: space is movement, 
reevaluating space, natural spaces, body as a personal 
space, appropriation of the space, creating space and 
literal space.

29th - Saturday
1pm - 6pm: Experimental space / Mind set: ABCD 
(Installation)  / Visual noise (Installation) / On-set and 
Name the Art (Installation)
2pm - 4pm: Creating the Art Zone (Workshop) 
4pm - 6pm: Mind set: ABCD talk (Workshop) / We are the 
canvas (Workshop) 
6:15pm: Speech 
6:30pm - 8pm: Space’s soundsystem (Concert) 

30th - Sunday
11am - 6pm: Experimental space / Mind set: ABCD 
(Installation) / On-set and Name the Art (Installation) 
1pm - 2pm: Slow motion (Workshop) 
2pm: The jam of Kraków  (Concert) 
3pm - 5pm: To the moon and back (Workshop) 
5pm - 6pm: The red door (Poetry jam) 
6pm - 6:30pm: One team one dream - The flashmob 
6:30pm - 9:30pm: Cosmos (Concert)

Experimental space
The experimental space is a zone where people can try 
different definitions of the concept of space that they 
experience daily. Different areas in the room will be 
dedicated to different ideas and concepts. Visitors will have 
to act/ experiment in order to confront this perception. The 
other objective is to inspire discussion between the visitors 
but also the mediators. Each station will have some data 
or explanation to the base of it: scientific, sociological or 
philosophical to give information for further research or 
guidelines which could explain their own reactions to the 
experiment.

Mind set: ABCD
Mind-set is an installation composed by four three-
dimensional spaces (ABCD). Each dimensional space has 
its own relation to space: how are people feeling in these 
different situations? Is it scary? Peaceful? In other words, 
how do different spaces influence our emotions? The goal 
of this installation is not to give answers but to question the 
relationship our mind, consciously and unconsciously, has 
with space. 

Visual noise
The installation is there to create a space out of space and 
time. With a play of light, music and perspective the space 
will become atmospheric. The visitors are suspended in time 
and space where they can lose themselves.

On-set and Name the art
Experience the notion of space with an art piece in the 
landscape:  When the piece doesn’t seem to come together, 
the shape will appear if you are looking from the right place.  
What does that mean? We are inviting the visitors to name 
this piece of art influenced by their own connotations and 
experiences. 

Flow motion
This workshop deals with the space of the body: how to be 
fully conscious about your own body and how it’s interacting 
with what is surrounding it.
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Creating the art zone
This activity is the first workshop of the Festival. Its goal is 
to make participants a part of the festival by making them 
create a space as part of the lounge that is dedicated to the 
eating and drinking area. The workshop is composed of a 
thinking time when participants will talk about their own 
vision of the space they have to decorate. Then they will be 
time to build all the ideas. All the ideas from the participants 
are welcome, some materials and examples will be provided 
to help them reach their goals. 

We are the canvas
The participants paint and draw part of their bodys. During 
the workshop the participants will be in groups where they 
will experience their own space, how they feel it and how 
they share their space. Movement, imagination and creation. 
Using their bodys as the canvas they will paint on each other. 
The idea is to put the focus on their own body. Through great 
communication the goal is to create a safe space where 
communication and symbiose are key.

One team one dream - the Flashmob
One team one dream is a flash mob. It’s a moment for creating 
a common pulse and experiencing the body in space and 
the relationship with the crowd. All the volunteers come 
together to perform an unusual and ephemeral act that will 
disperse as quickly as it forms.

Cosmos
The concert is about discovering upcoming artists, 
experiencing literal space while enjoying the harmony 
through different kinds of techno music. The goal is to create 
a cosmic atmosphere.

The jam of Kraków
The Jam will happen in the Lounge Part for a more free 
and relaxed atmosphere. It’s main style will be Jazz and 
Blues and cover songs where people can participate freely. 
Included will be any type of instrument like the drums, guitar, 
bass guitar, voices, etc.

To the moon and back
In this workshop the visitor is invited to create art to send 
into space. They will create small stars and constellations 
out of light materials. Those constructions will be sent into 
space during the closure.

The red door
During the poetry jam, 6 poets will interpret their poems. 
Each poet will tell his poem in its original language and the 
translation in English and Polish will appear on a screen. 
This performance is the result of common and personal 
work on the notion of Space and Art.

Space’s soundsystem
The concert will include two different bands of alternative 
and slow music. It’s goal is to invite the visitors to reflect on 
the past experience of the festival, come together and enjoy 
the ARTmosphere one more time.

Closing: To the moon and back
Sending the art pieces (made in the Workshop of the 
afternoon) into space in a poetic and communal way. Music, 
projections and balloons will round it off.

Integr’ART is a project of the European Solidarity Corps. 
For one year, 6 volunteers from Europe are hosted by 6 
organizations in Kraków. The main goal is to promote and 
support international integration, learning and dialogs. By 
integration, we entail an integration with the local community, 
integration with people from different backgrounds and 
integration as a space to break the boundaries caused by 
disabilities. To do that, each volunteer is part of the team in 
one of the organizations. Each task is different depending 
on the hosting organization. The main activities are event 
organization, design of promotion campaigns, working with 
children, creation of a multicultural network in Krakòw 
and the promotion of integration through workshops. Also, 
the volunteers are encouraged to implement their own 
ideas through common and individual projects focusing on 
working as a team. In this project, the volunteers can develop 
many skills like organization, intercultural understanding, 
communication, social abilities…

The European Solidarity Corps is a new European Union 
initiative which creates opportunities for young people to 
volunteer or work in projects that benefit communities and 
people around Europe. All projects agree with and uphold 
the Mission and Principles of the European Union. 

https://europa.eu/youth/solidarity_en
https://mydlniki.dworek.eu
 https://przegorzaly.dworek.eu 
http://centrummaltanskie.eu/en/?fbclid=IwAR2uimE2LouYgUGBcmb1ILgQbpQ0D3oxsljJ31CMORPB0WnxgWpDcBZC41I
http://zso18.krakow.pl/liceum/?fbclid=IwAR1nSgWLkW6IsdNOncLJNcBk7s1GDX3zkwnR1nfUk3Cemct2lKDrJwhEoX4
http://www.dworek.eu
https://wola.dworek.eu 

